INTRODUCTION
Let p be a prime number. We consider codes of length pK whose permutation groups contain the a$ne group AG¸K(F N ). They are classical generalized Reed}Muller codes if the alphabet is a "eld (of characteristic p) We study codes in the case when the alphabet is not a "eld.
Let < be an elementary abelian group of pK elements and F be a ring. We consider the group ring F [<] as the set of all formal linear combinations a" TZ4 a T XT, where a T 3F. Addition and scalar multiplication are component-wise and the multiplication is given by the addition in <:
The element X is the unity of the ring F[<] and we write X"1. So F[<] is a free module over F of rank pK and with basis +XT"v3<,. We consider submodules of F [<] as codes of length pK based on the alphabet F. These notations (for a "eld F) are introduced in [9}11]; see also [3] . Note that the elements of F [<] can be considered as functions from < to F. As a function, an element a T XT is the one that assigns a T to the element v of <.
A$ne group G"AG¸(<)"< ) G¸(<) is a semidirect product of the abelian group < and the group G¸(<), where < is considered as a vector space over a "eld F N of p elements. We make F[<] into a G-module by putting
SE (XT)"XS>E T , u3<, g3G¸(<).
A code CLF [<] is said to be G-invariant if it is invariant under the action of the group G (in [3] the group G is called the full a$ne group). If we "x a basis +e , 2 , e K , of < over F N then we can identify G¸(<) with the group G¸K(F N ) of nondegenerated m;m-matrices.
Our goal is to study G-invariant codes in the cases F"Z N (the ring of p-adic integers) and F"Z/pBZ (the ring of integers modulo pB). Consider modules
The module = (resp. = B ) is the ambient space for our G-invariant codes over Z N (resp. Z/pBZ). We have = B :=/pB=, since Z N /pBZ N :Z/pBZ. Note that the invariance of a code CL= under the group < means that C is an ideal in the group ring =. Thus one has to study ideals in = invariant under the group G¸(<). Moreover, G-invariant codes over Z/pBZ can be obtained from these universal codes (i.e., codes over Z N ) by reduction modulo pB.
At "rst we shall deal with invariant codes with zero sum, that is, codes in
Theorem 3.4 gives a description of these codes, and Theorem 3.7 classi"es G-invariant codes with zero sum for F"Z/pBZ. G-invarient codes for the case F"F N were considered in [3, 12] . There it was shown that G-invariant codes are exactly generalized Reed}Muller codes GRM(r, m), 04r4m(p!1), where codes with r(m(p!1) are codes with zero sum. Generalized Reed}Muller codes are extended cyclic ones, so using this fact one can construct (see [7, 8, 13, 15, 16] 
Note that any such code contains pKM.
The description of codes with nonzero sum is a little more complicated and is shown in Section 5 (Theorems 5.1 and 5.2). In Section 6 we consider the case d"2 in detail. In particular, we compute dual codes. Duality is de"ned with respect to the standard inner product
If we consider < as the additive subgroup of a "nite "eld F N K of pK elements then < is a one-dimensional vector space over the "eld
It is a subgroup of G. Codes over Z N and Z/pBZ invariant under this smaller group were classi"ed in [2] . Codes over a "nite "eld invariant with respect to the group G are studied in [9}11, 14] in detail, and their automorphism groups are studied in [5, 6] .
Our methods are similar to those used in [1] for investigation of invariant integral lattices.
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In this section we recall known results on the case F"F N and prove auxiliary lemmas that will help us to settle the general case F"Z N . For F"F N the ambient space is
Here subscript 1 means that we are considering codes over Z/pBZ for d"1, and we identify F N "Z/pZ. We set
and denote by MI the ideal in = generated by elements I G (XTG!1). Note that M is a unique maximal ideal in = and it is nilpotent.
CODES OVER p-ADIC NUMBERS AND FINITE RINGS
We collect here known results [3, 4, 12] . Let us return to the general case. We denote by ML the ideal in = generated by elements
and set M"M. Observe that ML is G-invariant.
LEMMA 2.2. ¹he following statements hold:
, is a basis of < over F N , then the elements 
, and The previous lemma suggests the de"nition of the following elements:
LEMMA 2.3. ¹he following statements hold:
Proof.
(1) and (2) come from Lemma 2.2.
Continuing, we get the result. (4) Part (1) of Lemma 2.2 implies
CODES WITH ZERO SUM
In this section we are going to classify G-invariant codes with zero sum, that is, codes in
At "rst we are going to study the structure of the ideals MI. They will be basic ingredients in the construction of G-invariant codes. We de"ne
Modules NI are modules over Z N and the next lemma shows that they are not invariant under the group G, except for M"N. In fact, MI"GNI.
Proof. Lemmas 2.3 and 2.2 imply that
Hence, by Lemma 2.3(2) we have
Conversely, one has MIMNI. Further, if k '0 and k G "t5k!(p!1) then according to Lemma 2.3(3) we have
Hence MIMpNI\ N\ . Remaining inclusions can be proved similarly.
LEMMA 3.3. ¹he following statements hold:
where b H 3= is written as polynomial in > , 2 ,> K (it does not depend on > ). Then by Lemma 2.2. we have
Therefore,
From here one has
where c H does not depend on > and > . Then we can repeat the previous reasoning using the equality B ) > "0. Hence, continuing this process, we get
where e3Z N . But the sum of the coe$cients of XT in B is equal to pK; thus e"1. Therefore, w"B!pK3MK N\ .
( 
(3) pK(XT!1)"!w ) (XT!1)3C and thus pKMLC.
where the element w was de"ned before Lemma 3.3. It is clear that they are G-invariant codes, but may not be di!erent; see Corollary 3.2.
THEOREM 3.4. A G-invariant code C in M not contained in p= is equal to a code C(s
, s , 2 , s K\ ) satisfying the following conditions:
We are going to prove the theorem in the next section. Conditions (1) and (2) ensure that the codes C(s , s , 2 , s K\ ) are di!erent; see Lemma 3.1. Observe also that C(1, 1, 1, 1)"M, C(2, 1, 1, 1), C(3, 2, 1, 1), C(3, 1, 1, 1), C(4, 4, 4, 4), C(4, 4, 4, 3) , C (4, 4, 4, 2), C(4, 4, 4, 1), C(4, 4, 3, 2), C(4, 4, 3, 1), C(4, 4, 2, 1), C(4, 4, 1, 1),  C(4, 3, 2, 1), C(4, 3, 1, 1), C(4, 2, 1, 1), C(4, 1, 1, 1) .
Now we turn to codes over Z/pBZ. Let 
PROOFS
In this section we will prove Theorem 3.4. We need several lemmas. 
It is clear that Q MQ M2MQ L MQ L> is a composition series. We have to prove that this series is unique.
Let Q be a submodule in Q and let Q contain an element A H , j4n, such that A H 3Q H !Q H> . We will show that then one can "nd elements (2) and Lemma 2.1). For simplicity we can assume that j"0, so A 3Q. Also we can assume that
assuming here and later on in the proof that element f G 3MI 5 pM is a sum of monomials that do not contain elements of the form
be the element from G¸(<) such that ?
and consider two cases.
Here we have used Lemma 2.3(3). So we can assume that
De"ne ?
If b O1 then we can proceed as in step (a). Let b "1. Then we can also assume that b N\ "1, otherwise we may apply to B a linear map permuting > L and > L> . Thus
CODES OVER p-ADIC NUMBERS AND FINITE RINGS We have n#1(m for kOm(p!1). Let
Note that the element f does not contain monomials of the form
Finally, we take
(2) According to Lemma 3.3 we have w3MK N\ , w , pM. Furthermore, w is invariant with respect to G¸(<). Thus we have the "rst assertion. The second one can be proved as the Case (1). 
. By reasoning as in the previous step we have that
Proof of the ¹heorem 3.4. According to Lemma 3.3 we have C.pKM. At "rst, we note that for C.pM the assertion holds. Indeed, in this case one has C/pM-M/pM, M/pM:M and by Proposition 2.1 any subcode in M is isomorphic to MI, so C"C(k, 1, 2 , 1) .
The idea of proof is, roughly speaking, the following. If 
, s K\ ) Now we are going to study connections with lifted Reed}Muller codeş RM(r, m). Consider < as the additive group of a "eld F N K of pK elements. Let be a primitive element of F N K and let T K "+0, 1, , , 2 , N K \, be the TeichmuK ller representatives of elements of <"+0, 1, , , 2 , N K \,, where is the primitive (pK!1)th root of unity lying in some extension of the "eld of p-adic numbers, and is mapped into under the reduction map modulo p (see, for example, [2] ). Thus the coordinates of an element of = can be indexed by T K , as well as the group <. An a$ne invariant extended cyclic code over Z N can be described as the set of all vectors (c , c 
) be a G-invariant code with zero sum. Recall that C is an extended cyclic code. Then the isomorphisms (1) imply that we can CODES OVER p-ADIC NUMBERS AND FINITE RINGS express C as a linear combination of lifted Reed}Muller codes:
Then (1) implies that
Also, it should be noted that, unlike the case of the "nite "eld,
MRO¸RM(m(p!1)!t, m) and NRO¸RM(m(p!1)!t, m).
Finally, let h G denote the dimension of the generalized Reed}Muller code
and size 
G-INVARIANT CODES: THE GENERAL CASE
In this section we are going to classify G-invariant codes in =.
At "rst we introduce several codes in =. For "nite sequence (s , 2 , s K\ ) of positive integers with property s "2"s H\ "m(p!1), s H (m(p!1) for some j'0, positive integers r, t and element b3Z N !pZ N , pPbOpK, we de"ne:
and for code C(s , 2 , s K\ ) with t'0 we de"ne
Note that the repetition code Z N ) ( xT)L= is G-invariant and Theorem 3.4 describes G-invariant codes in M. (1) C is the repetition code;
, pPbOpK, where the following holds:
Proof. If we consider < as the additive group of a "eld F N K of pK elements then a primitive element of F N K generates a cyclic subgroup ¹ of order pK!1 in G¸(<). G-invariant code in = will be invariant under the smaller group < ) ¹. Codes invariant under < ) ¹ (i.e., a$ne invariant codes) were classi"ed in [2] , so we can use these results.
From [2] , it follows that a G-invariant code is one of the following types:
(a) C is the repetition code; 
Note that the element b is de"ned modulo pB\PZ/pBZ. (1) C is the repetition code; (m, d) , where the following holds: 
